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I
1 1 .0 INTRODUCTION

1 This is the sixth bimonthly report to be prepared for the Material

Test Division, Instrimientation and Methodology Branch, of the U. S. Army

I Electronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca , Arizona , under Contract

I DAEA18—74—A—027]./0005. The purpose of the contract is to undertake a

program of applied research which will provide comprehensive standards and

I test methodologies to include recommended instrumentation , data collection,

data reduction , and analysis criteria for digital cor~anunications systems.

I The primary objective is to identify meaningful, measurable parameters,

recommend instrumentation required to obtain these measurements, and to

provide analysis methodologies and performance criteria.

I The last report El] provided some suggested configurations for

system tests of those Tri-Tac assemblages that contain , as components, items

I from the family of digital group rnultiplexers. A progress report was also

presented on the experimental work tha t had just been initiated in an attempt

to verify the hypothesis that variations in the internal equipment anomalies

I which contribute to errors in detection of digital signals cause a lateral

displacement of the theoretically shaped curve of bit error rate (.BER) versus

signal to noise ratio (2].

The experimental work has been essentially completed with some minor

exceptions. However , there has been insufficient time to complete the

I analysis of the data or to describe the details of the experiments in a final

form. This will, therefore , be a preliminary report meant only to outline

I the work that was accomplished and to provide some initial comments on the

I significance of the results.

1
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I
1 2.0 INVESTIGATION OF THE VALIDITY OF EXTRAPOLATION IN THE

ESTIMATION OF VERY LOW BIT ERROR RATES

2.1 Introduction

I Investigations of test methods and performance criteria for digital

communications systems have shown that long term bit error rate, by itself,

I provides an incomplete picture of the characteristics of a real channel [3].

I An adequate description of real channel operation requires statistics, such

as error burst distributions, which are obtained from analysis of the error

I patterns. It has been shown, however , in the evaluation of modulators/

demodulators exclusive of the transmission media , tha t relative performance

in the presence of Gaussian noise is a sufficient criterion [4]. Curves of

I long term bit error rate versus signal to Gaussian noise ratio or received

signal level are, therefore , useful results of bench testing ~back-to—back

I mode) of digital modulation hardware.

At low to moderate data rates, considerable test time can be expended

1 in obtaining reasonably accurate data points for the plotting of such error

curves. For example , at 32 Kbps it would require approximately one hour to

count sufficient errors to obtain a single data point at an error rate in

I the neighborhood of lO~~ with some degree of confidence in the result. When

it is necessary to reconstruct complete error curves under a variety of con—

I ditions, the test time required can quickly become excessive. For this

i reason methods other than straight counting of errors have been sought for

estimating very low bit error rates.

I The technique of extrapolation has shown considerable promise as an

accurate and relatively fast method for obtaining curves of long term bit

1 1  2
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1
I error rate versus signal to noise ratio. The procedur e is to obtain a single

I 
point of the curve at a high error rate (possibly l0~~ ) with a high degree

of confidence , and then to f i t  a theoretical error curve (error function or

I exponential based upon the modulation scheme) through this point. This has

led to the hypothesis that small variations in equipment anomalies result

I in a lateral shift of the error curve , but that the curve retains its

theoretical shape .

I 
_ _ _ _ _  

H2.2 Objective

1 The objective is to verify the above-stated hypothesis, both mathe-

I 
matically and experimentally , for a variety ~f modulation schemes. Expres-

sions will be derived for the effect upon error rate in each type system of

I small variations of carrier synchronization (phase jitter), symbol synchro-

nization (baud timing jitter), intersymbol interference, and receiver non—

I linearities. Experimental verification will be attempted where feasible.

I This report contains a preliminary description of the experimental verifica-

tion of the effects of baud timing and carrier phase jitter , and non-

linearities.

I
I
I
I
1
I
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I
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL EFFORTS

3.1 Genera l

The experimental work for the most part was conducted at the Digital

Transmission Evaluation Program (DTEP) test facility at Fort Huachuca during

June and July 1978, with some additional work at Bell Aerospace in Tucson

during the first part of August. The cooperation and assistance provided

by the personnel at these facilities was truly outstanding and greatly

appreciated. Without this valuable assistance the task would have been

considerably more difficult and prolonged ; indeed , impossible to accomplish

within the time frame .

The primary objective, as mentioned earlier, was to experimentally

verify the hypothesis that small variations in the internal anomalies

which contribute to errors in digital demodulators cause a lateral dis-

placement of the characteristic curve of bit error rate versus received

signal to noise ratio , while the curve retains its theoretical shape at the

higher levels of signal to noise ratio .

Toward this objective , in each of the experiments described below,

the equipment was first tested as it was found at the test facility to

establish a base or reference curve of BER versus signal to noise ratio (in

some cases , received signal level (RSL)). Attempts were then made to induce

increased jitter in the demodulators or to simulate the effects of increased

jitter by offsetting the timing of the receiver. Data were then taken to

determine the effect of these perturbations on the equipment performance,

as related to the reference curve. In one case non—liriearities were intro-

duced to determine their effect on the BER curve.

4
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1 3.2 VICOM 11-4000 Tests

I 
3.2.1 Equipment Description. The VICcM Tl—4 000 is primarily a

digital time division multiplexer which converts from 2 to 8 nonsynchronous

Tl channels into a single 12.5526 Mbps data stream for transmission over a

coaxial cable or radio facility. The Ti inputs (Bell System Standard) are

I 1.544 Mbps signals in a return to zero CR2 ) alternate bipolar format (also

I 
termed AMI, alternate mark inversion). The high level output can either be

a serial binary no return to zero CNRZ ) or a three level partial response

I signal. It is in the three level partial response mode that the multi-

plexer acts as a modulator/demodulator converting this external signal

I front/to the internal NRZ format.

I 
Since the Tl—4000 is essentially a multiplexer it must be operated

with a nomina l input signal level which is too high for the inherent front

I end noise to effect the error rate. Therefore , external noise had to be

added to the signal to establish the error curves. A random noise generator

I with a reasonably flat spectrum over the required bandwidth (approximately

I 
8 MHZ ) that would produce the necessary noise power was not available. To

obtain the desired result, a microwave radio set (the AN/FRC—162 ) was uti-

I lized as a transmission facility. The input signal to the radio receiver

could then be attenuated to a low enough level for the receiver front end

I noise to produce the necessary range of signal to noise ratios.

The AN/FRC-l62 , manufactured by Collins Radio , is a frequency

I modulated line-of-sight mi crowave radio which operates in the 8 GHZ band.

i The radio was modified to accept the 12.5526 Mbps three—level partial

response output of the Tl—400 0. The AGC features of the radio provide a

I
1 1
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constant level output signal to the Tl-4000, regardless of the signal level

at the input to the receiver . The effect of the FM detection on the proba-

bility distribution of the noise will be discussed in later reports. The

test results support the basic assumption that the effects of the noise are

the same as those predicted from a Gaussian distribution.

The HP-3780A Error Measuring Set is a pattern generator/error

detector in one instrument for measurement of loop errors with data rates

from 1 Kbps to 50 Mbps. Error count is indicated on a front panel LED

display. Alternatively BER is calculated and displayed every 106, 108 or

1010 bits, as desired. An indication is given if the error count is less

than 100 errors in any period. Signal output is either AMI or NRZ .

3.2.2 Test Configuration. The equipment configuration for the

test is shown in Figure 1. The HP-3780A Error Measuring Set was used to

generate a pseudo—random T]. signal which was connected to a single channel

of Tl-4000. The Tl-4000 three level partial response signal was then con-

nected to t1~~ FRC-162 transmitter . The transmitter radio frequency output

was connected to the receiver via waveguide which contained two calibrated

attenuators for adjustment of the signal level. After  demodulation in the

FM receiver the three level partial response signal was fed back through the

T1-4000 to the 3780A for detection of errors.

3.2.3. Procedure. The AGC voltage of the radio receiver was

calibrated to establish the received signal level (details in later report).

Bit error rate measurements were made for received signal levels in the

range of from —65 to -80 d.bxn which correspond approximately to signal to

noise ratios of 29.5 to 14.5 db respectively. A bit error rate curve vs. 
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8

received signal level was plotted and compared with a theoretical curve

(error function). Readings were taken in several d i f fe rent  Ti channels to

verify that the errors were randomly distributed and , therefore , producing

the same error rates in each channel.

The baud timing of the Ti-4000 receiver is controlled by a phase

lock loop (PLL) circuit in the receiver input unit. Baud timing jitter

was induced by varying the bias voltage of the voltage controlled oscillator

in the PLL. Considerable detail on the PLL and detection circuit will be

prcvided in subsequent reports. Data were taken for several different

settings of this PLL voltage to demonstrate the effect of baud timing

jitter on the bit error rate curves.

To determine the effect of receiver nonlinearities upon the bit

error rate, the frequency response of the discriminator in the FM receiver

was purposely distorted. Bit error rate curves were then made with several

observable aberrations of the discriminator response curve.

3.2.4 Resu lt s. The bit error rate curves described above were

plotted for three different Tl—4000 systems (except for the discriminator

variations). The results were similar in all cases. The initial curves

were found to adhere very closely to the theoretical shape (see Figure 2).

The theoretical curves in all figures are correct in shape, but are laterally

shifted for convenient comparison.

The variations of the PLL voltage produced the anticipated lateral

shifts in the error curves while maintaining the theoretical shape except

in the extreme variations (see Figures 3 and 4). The deviation from the

theoretical shape in the case of extreme variations was not unanticipated

and will be discussed in detail in subsequent reports. No method was
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available for quantitatively measuring the amount of phase jitter induced by

the variations of the PLL voltages (jitter meter under development) ; how-

ever, the oscilloscope pictures shown in Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the

qualitative effect. In these pictures, the transmitter timing was used for

sweep synchronization while viewing the receive timing signal output of the

PLL for different bias voltage settings.

Figure 7 shows the results achieved by variation of the discrimi-

nator linearity. Figure 8 contains oscilloscope pictures of a frequency

sweep of the discriminator output. A sweep signal generator was used with

frequency varying +25 MHZ about the 70 MHZ IF (Center) frequency. The

scope was calibrated in 5 MHZ per horizontal unit, so that the 50 MHZ sweep

covers the entire scope face with 70 MHZ at the center. Operation of the

FRC-162 with the nominal 45 MHZ bandwidth discriminator is a normal practice,

even though the signal bandwidth is approximately 8 MHZ. This accounts for

the seeming disparity between apparent linearity and the error rates , since

the only meaningful portion of the curve is +4 MHZ from the 70 MHZ center

frequency. This suggests some interesting and possibly quite significant

impacts upon receiver alignment techniques that will also be discussed in

more detail in subsequent reports.

3.3 Lenkurt 261A

3.3.1 Equipment Description. The Lenkur t 261A is a digital data

transmission set designed to operate at 2400 bps over a conditioned voice

frequency channel. It is designed to accept 2400 bps data from business

machines, computers, and other digital terminal equipment provided with EIA

~ 

,- - .- 
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j Standard RS-232C interfaces . The line side output is a combination of a

synchronous duobinary encoding t echn ique with f r equency shif t keying

(FSK) mod ulation . 
-

The Lenkurt 26C Data Set is end-to-end compatible with the 261A

and is essentially the same in electrical characteristics; however , it

has been physically configured for rack mounting.

The General Radio Company Type 1390-B Random Noise Generator is

capable of providing high level, essentially Gaussian distributed , noise

which has a relatively flat frequency content over a bandwidth of 20I~ z

(500KHz and 5MHz bandwidths may be selected). The set uses a gas—discharge

tube as its noise source. The noise output is amplified , filtered and

equalized to attain the relatively flat spectrum over the desired bandwidth.

The HP l645A Data Error Analyzer generates a pseudo—random bit

stream to loop through the equipment under test, and return for analysis.

Errors are counted and displayed on the front panel. The equipment can be

operated with an external timer and recorder . This was the Only error

measuring set that was available which had an RS-232 interface capability.

3 . 3 .2  Test C o n f i g u r a t i o n .  A block diagram of the test configuration

is shown in Figure 9. The pseudo-random data generated by the HP l645A was

transmitted to the modulator section of the data set over the RS-232 con-

nection. Since the modem line side was a balanced 600 ohm nominal output

impedance and the noise generator (and the power measuring device) were both

unbalanced , audio transformer s wer e used to add the signal and noise. A

detailed discussion of the effects of the mismatch , metering , and loading

will be provided in the final report; however , the consequence is that, at 
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voice frequencies , the effects are negligible for the purposes of demon-

strating the desired phenomena . The demodulator output was then looped

back to the HP 1645A for comparison with the generated signal and the

detection of errors. In the normal mode of operation , the modem provided

the timing for the data generator. This situation was altered during one

of the test modes and will be described in the next paragraph.

3.3.3 Procedure. Bit error rate versus signal to noise ratio

curves were plotted for three 26lA modems and one 26C operating in the

most common mode. Normally both the transmit and the receive timing of

the modem are derived from a 1.92 MHz internal oscillator. The transmit

timing signal is provided via the RS 232 interface to the data terminal

being serviced (in this case the HP 1645A). The receive timing is aligned

with the received data by means of a variable ratio divider driven by data

transitions (not a phase locked loop, but the same effect--details provided

in subsequent reports).

In order to determine the effects of baud timing jitter, efforts

were made to offset the actual timing of the received data and the internal

receive timing prior to alignment with the received data. To accomplish this,

the HP l645A was timed with a separate variable oscillator and the modern was

strapped to obtain its transmit timing from the HP l645A acting as the. data

terminal.

3.3.4 Results. Figure 10 shows the bit error rate versus signal to

noise ratio curves obtained for a single 261A data set. The curves for the

other two 261A ’s were almost identical and could not be distinguished if

plotted on the same coordinates. The curve for the 26C is shown in Figure 11.
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It is interesting to note that the 26C , which is much more elaborately

packaged and probably considerably more expensive , was approximate ly 2db

more susceptible to noise than the 26lA . In both cases , the curves are

very similar in shape to the theoretical.

Both the internal oscillator of the 261A and the square wave

generator used for external transmit timing appeared very stable when

checked with a frequency counter and when displayed on an oscilloscope .

Unfortunately , when the timing was of fse t  by as much as 2 Hz,  the 1645A

lost synchronization even though the modern appeared to operate satis-

f actorily. When the external timing was set for precisely 2400 Hz the

error analyzer maintained synchronization and an error curve was plotted.

The result is shown in Figure 12. Even though , as mentioned above, both

oscillators appeared quite stable and the timing was not deliberately

offset , timing the transmit and receive sections from separate sources

resulted in a shift in the error curve of approximately one db. The curve

using internal timing for both transmit and receive was repeated in this

sant e time frame to insure that the shif t  was not caused by external (test

setup or other environmental) factors.

3.4 MW-5 18

3.4. 1 Equipment Descr iption. The MW—5l8 tested here is an engineer—

irig model of a modification to the commercial MW-5l8 FDM—FM radio set

manufactur ed by Collins Radio . This is essentially the same radio equipment

as the AN/FRC- 162 modified for quadratur e phase shift keying operation

(QPSK) . The radio set accepts a 12.5526 Mbps MECL logic signal and

- -~~~~~~~ - —--~~~~~~ - .- — -~~~. ~--
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performs the QPSK modulation and detection internally at the IF level.

Although the data is differentially encoded prior to modulation , the

detection scheme is coherent (nondifferentjal) .

The HP 3760A Data Generator and HP 376lA Error Detector are used

in combination for the generation of a pseudo-random data stream and for

the det ection of errors. The data generator can be triggered either

internally or externally up to 15 Mbps . The output can be either NRZ or

RZ, with the level variable from 0.1 to 3.2 volts (50 ohm output impedance).

The 376lA is specifically designed to receive the data stream of the 3760A

and to count errors after comparison with an internal closed ioop reference

sequence synchronized by a sync pulse generated every sequence by the

3760A . Errors may be counted over a gating period or BER can be calculated

and displayed upon the receipt of 100 or more errors.

3.4.2 Test Configuration. The test configuration is shown in

Figure 13. The interface box was a locally fabricated device to convert the

TTL logic of the 3760/3761 to the MECL logic of the MW-518. The interface

box also provided clock to both the data set and the modulator section cf

the �1W—5l8 . Data was transmitted at 19.804 Mbps. As in previous tests, the

AGC voltage of the receiver was calibrated to determine the receive signal

level. Attempts were made to record BEP. at signal levels from -70 to -80

d~ n corresponding to an approximate signal to noise ratio of 24 to 14 db,

respectively.

3.4 .3  Procedure .  As before, the first step was to obtain a BE?. versus

received signal level curve as a base for comparison prior to attempting any

alterations of the internal timing , or other parameters. However , the 
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considerable difficulties encountered in attempts to obtain consistent

(repeatable) BE?. data precluded any attempts to directly demonstrate the

effects of jitter , or other anomalies. Three separate problems were

encountered that contributed to the overall difficulties.

The fi rst problem arose from the fact that carrier recovery in

the receiver occurs at four times the 70 MHZ IF frequency, where the

coherent detection of the QPSK signal is accomplished. This causes a

4-phase ambiguity. The resolution of the ambiguity results in different

error rates at the same signal level depending upon which phase was

acquired upon synchronization. This problem will be discussed in more

detail in subsequent reports.

The second problem was the extreme sensitivity of the MW-518.

The receiver repeatedly lost synchronization without apparent cause, even

at relatively high signal levels (76-77 dbm). At no time was lock maintained

at a signal level of —80 dbm , or less, for a sufficient period to obtain a

BER reading. At each loss, the signal levels had to be increased to approxi-

mately -70 to -72 dbm to regain synchronization . Unfortunately, upon each

resynch.ronization the system had the opportunity to lock on different phases

of the carrier .

The final problem which compounded the situation was the apparent

sensitivity of the system to heat. The AGC versus RSL curves were found

to vary by as much as 1 db between the morning and afternoon (and from day

to day). This was attributed to temperature variations, since the test site

air conditioning was not working properly during the period of the tests

and ambient temperatures varied by at least 10 degrees. The demodulator 

—- . . , -- --~~~~~~ . - - . --
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module of the receiver was noted to operate at a very high temperature.

Although this did not necessarily affect the AGC voltage , it probably con-

tributed to the instability of the system.

It appeared that there would be no possible way to discriminate

between variations in BER intentionally induced and those due to the

above-described phase and heat problems. For this reason , no attempts

were made to induce jitter , or other anomalies, into the operation of the

system .

3.4.4 Results . After many attempts, two separate curves of BER

versus signal to noise ratio were obtained during a single short time

period (approximately one hour), while the ambient temperature was essen-

tially constant. The data points of each curve were obtained without loss

of synchronization , but the system was resynchronized between the two groups

of data . The differences in the curves were, therefore , attributed to the

system having locked onto different phases in the carrier recovery. Dis-

cussion of the method used to attempt to identify the different phases will

be included in future reports. Figure 14 shows the two curves that were

obtained . The phases were arbitrarily numbered one and two. The curves do

adhere reasonably to the theoretical shape and were consistent with the

results of previous tests

3.5 ROS-80

3.5. 1 Equipment Description. The RD S—80 is a QPSK radio system

manufactured by Raytheon . The multiplexer accepts up to 25 Tl (1.544 11bps)

lines and delivers a 40.15 Mbps data stream to the quadrature phase modulator .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  - . . -. 
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Modulation is accomplished at the IF (70 MHZ) level and the signal is then

up converted to the 11 GHZ band. Demodulation is coherent from a recovered

carrier .

The HP 3780A error measuring set was described in Paragraph 3.2.2.

3.5.2 Test Configuration. The equi~Inent configuration for the test

is shown in Figure 15. The RDS-80 transmitter timing was utilized to key

the 3780A at 40.18 Mbps. This signal was then fed directly to the radio

modulator section of the RDS-80 by passing the multiplexer. The attenuators

in the waveguide were calibrated so that the received signal level could be

read directly. The 40.15 11bps NRZ signal was returned directly from the

demodulator to the 3780A , agai n by-passing the multiplexer so that errors

were detected at the high data rate.

3.5.3 Procedure. An initial curv e of BE?. versus received signal

level was plotted to serve as a basis for future comparisons. Data points

were taken for signal levels in the range of —71 to -81 dbm which corres-

ponded approximately to a signal to noise ratio of 19 to 9 db, respective1~ .

The relationship of signal to noise ratios to received signal levels will

be discussed in some detail in future reports.

Baud timing jitter was simulated by adjusting the phase of the

20 MHZ timing which is generated in the data regeneration module of the

receiver . This was accomplished by adjustment of a trimming capacitor in

the output of the phase locked loop . Again , this will be a subject for

considerable discussion in future reports. The orientation of the trimming

capacitor was used to identif y the several states for which B~~ curves were

plotted . 

~~~~~- ,~~~ - - —~~~- - - . . ,~~ .--,- -.-
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I Carrier phase jitter was simulated by offsetting the phase of

the recovered carrier used for the QPSK demodulation. This was accom-

I pu shed by varying an inductor in the output of the carrier recovery

circuit. The amount of adjustment to thi s coil was used to identif y the

states for which BE?. curves were plotted. This effect will also be dis-

cussed in considerable detail in future reports.

3.5.4 Results . Figure 16 shows that the initial curve compared

quite favorably with the anticipated theoretical error function shape.

The lateral shifts of the curves caused by the phase o f f se t  of the baud

timing are illustrated by the example curves of Figure 17. The similar

results obtained by offsetting the phase of the recovered carrier are

shown by the curves of Figure 18. Unfortunately , it was not possible to

measure quantitatively the amount of phase offset that was induced in each

case. Considerable analysis is still required to determine the relation-

ship between the effects of offset and jitter. This will be a subject for

I 
future work. 
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental work described ~bo~z~~was conducted in an

attempt to verify the hypothesis that small variations in the internal

anomalies which contribute to errors in digital demodulators cause a

lateral displacement of the characteristic curve of bit error rate versus

received signal to noise ratio , while the curve retains its theoretical

shape at the higher levels of signal to noise ratio . Experiments were

conducted on available digital communications systems which encompassed

three different  methods of modulation . Where feasible,  perturbations of

error causes were introduced into the systems to determine their effect

upon the BER curves .

Baud timing jitter effects were investigated for a three level

partial response modulation system , a frequency shift keyed modulation

system , and a quadrature phase shift keyed modulation system. The effects

of carrier phase jitter were examined in two quadrature phase shift keyed

systems of different design. Receiver nonlinearitjes were investigated

in the three level partial response system.

Due to limited resources (primarily time and availability of equip-

ment) it was not possible to study all types of digital modulation systems.

Al so , due to individual design details, it was not feasible to introduce

each type of perturbation into each system studied. Nevertheless , the

experiments performed appear to be sufficiently representative to form an

adequate experimental base for the completion of the task.

As has been noted in this preliminary report , considerable analysis

of the data remains to be accomplished and will be required prior to a

35
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statement of quantitative results. However , even a cursory examination

of the curves indicates that the curves do match the theoretical shace

so long as the variations of the induced impairments remain sma l. Con-

siderable analysis remains to determine the precise ‘goodness cf fit ’ of

these curves based on the variances of the data.

It is also obvious that changes in the amounts of baud timin~

jitter , carrier phase jitter , and receiver nonlinearities do cause latecal

shifts of the error curves as hypothesized. Again, however , several cues—

tions remain . For example, what is the emperically derived expression for

the amount of lateral shift, and how does it compare with theoretIcal

results? Also , how much shift can occur without distortion cf the curves?

These and other similar questions will be investigated in subsecuent

reports.

Another easily observable result is that , even when the turves d.c

distort from the theoretical shape they never cross. This observation,

as well as experience gained during the experiments , yields a conclusion

which has potentially greater benefit than the saving of test tine.

measurements of this kind can be extremely useful in new technicues for

ecui~ment alignment.

To illustrate a possible technique , it is evident from the experi-

mental data that present tuning procedures do not produce the ideal setting

of the PLL voltage in the Vicom Tl—4000, nor the best response frcn the

FRC-162 receiver discriminator . BE?. measurements can be made as a final

check after the normal procedures have been completed . The signal to noise

ratio (RSL) can be set to a level to produce a fairly high BE?. (10 :o

I 
. .
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lo
~~
) and each parameter can be tuned independently to produce the mini-

mum BE?., monitored on an error measurement set such as the ~3P 3780A .

Ultimate fine tuning cam be accomplished in this manner .

Although our study is far from complete , the results to date are

certainly promising . We anticipate that the final conclusion will have

significant impact upon new improved methodologies for testing of digital

communications systems and th~ operational alignment of ~~~~~ . tv ers and

demodulators. 
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